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SPiN’ General Members Assembly 

 

Financial compensation for members of SPiN’s skitrip committee 

 

Dear members of the General Member Assembly, 

In the following letter, we’d like to draw your attention to our request of financially compensating the 

current members of the skitrip committee, due to an unexpected increase in the admittance fees of this 

year’s wintersport.  

We signed up to join the skitrip committee in August, 2018, based upon the information that we had 

received in a prior meeting for potential active members. During that meeting, we were told that the fee 

of joining the skitrip would be around €380.  

A couple of weeks later however, we were informed that, due to a choice made by the Xth board to 

move the skitrip to an earlier week, this year’s fee would be around €485. This is a steady 27% increase 

and came as a surprise to all of our committee members, resulting in most of them reconsidering their 

committee preference. While two of us have joined the skitrip to Risoul before on the usual budget of 

around €360, we also have two members that are relatively new to skiing and to whom the investment 

of almost €500 proposes a significant risk.  

The decision to move the skitrip to the carnival “holidays” week was based upon the idea of causing less 

interference with the university’s roster. It later became apparent that there was no significant 

improvement, as mandatory workgroups are still ongoing from Wednesday until Friday.  

After having heard of this year’s increased admittance fee, we immediately contacted SPiN’s board and 

asked if there was any way in which they could meet our demands by either subsidizing our entrance 

fees or cutting our expenses during the week.  However, we were denied any kind of compensation that 

would bear any costs for SPiN.  

Ultimately, we decided unanimously to remain in the skitrip committee. While this decision hasn’t come 

lightly for the majority of us, we decided to bring this matter forward to February’s GMA. We realize 

that the originally proposed fee came as an estimate. However, the trip was booked before our 

committee was even formed, which is why we were never even able to comment on the new 

circumstances. Also, we find an increase of more than €100 significant enough to make the following 

suggestion: 

We would like to request €90 per committee member as a financial compensation from SPiN’s 

unforeseen costs budget.  



We are looking forward to hear the GMA’s opinion on the matter above. 

 

Kind regards, 
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